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Abstract. This purpose of this study is to examine the relationship between managerial 

overconfidence and the prediction of bankruptcy and likelihood of the auditor's hesitation of 

the company‘s going concern over the financially distressed companies listed on the 

Indonesian Stock Exchange during 2014–2016. Managerial overconfidence is defined as the 

manager‘s excessive confidence that can be measured when the growth of the company‘s 

assets is higher than its sales growth. The financial condition is measured by the prediction of 

bankruptcy using the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) model. The results 

showed that the likelihood of an auditor‘s hesitation of the company‘s going concerns is 

positively associated with managerial overconfidence in Indonesia because the auditor has a 

positive view on the ability of management. In addition, there is the likelihood that the 

auditor‘s hesitation of a company‘s going concerns is positively associated with the prediction 

of bankruptcy. 
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1 Introduction 

 

For stakeholders, financial reports are the most important reflection of a company's actual 

general circumstances (Măciucă, Hlaciuc, & Ursache, 2015). Each company's financial 

statements are audited by a public accountant (auditor) to obtain an audit opinion on the 

correctness of the presentation of financial statements. An audit opinion is a certification of 

public confidence in the credibility and reliability of the financial statement (Kalelkar, 2016). 

When there is doubt about the ability of the entity to survive in the coming year, the 

auditor issues what is called an audit opinion with going concern (George-Silviu & Melinda-

Timea, 2015).  

The auditor can make two errors with regard to an audit opinion with going concern. 

First, not providing a going concern opinion to the audit report on a company that went 

bankrupt. Second, providing a going concern opinion on a company that did not go bankrupt 

the following year (Lin & Yeh, 2014). Uncertain economic conditions make it difficult to 

avoid either of these errors. The purpose of this study is to predict corporate bankruptcy by 

using the adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) as the basis for the going concern 

audit opinion. 

 

2 Literature Review 

2.1. Agency Theory 

The agency problem occurs because of the different objectives of the company owner 

(principal) and the company's management (agent). A conflict of interest exists between the 

principal and agent. The principal is a provider of capital for the company. Meanwhile, the 

agent is the management in charge of running the company. Both want to maximize their 
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respective interests, so there is no guarantee that the agent will always act in accordance with
the interests of the principal (Tatiana, Prozan, & Diana, 2015).

In the context of such relationships, owners and managers are assumed to be rational
economic actors and to act solely on the basis of self-motivation. Therefore, there is often a
conflict of interest between them. This conflict of interest occurs because of asymmetric
information between the owner and the manager. For example, the manager could do
something for his or her personal interests and ignore the interests of the owner (moral
hazard) (Sedmihradská, 2015).

There are two kinds of information asymmetry: moral hazard and adverse selection.
Moral hazard is an action performed by an agent that is inconsistent with the principal's
interests. This is due to the tendency of negligent managers resulting in lower profitability
than they should be able to generate. Meanwhile, adverse selection is a situation where
parties from within the company take advantage by selling inside information that can lead to
errors in decision-making. Two things cause adverse selection: insider trading and a manager
concealing negative information about the company’s future for the fear of affecting it.
Principals can do several things to overcome this agency problem. Costs incurred to
overcome agency problems are called agency costs. The principal’s perception of how big an
agency problem is determines the amount of agency costs incurred (Packham, 2018).

Agency costs consist of:
1. Monitoring expenditure (cost of supervision), which is the cost borne by the principal to

monitor agent’s behavior such as costs incurred to build an audit system and  limit
management’s abuse.

2. Bonding expenditure (cost of agreement), which is the cost borne by the agent with
principal burden (i.e., decreased profit) to establish and adhere to mechanisms that
ensure that the agent will act in the interest of the principal.

3. Opportunity cost is the cost incurred by the company to have the opportunity to make a
profit.

4. Structuring expenditures (cost structures) are costs incurred as a result of the company’s
structured compensation to provide incentives for managers to make their best efforts to
maximize the principal’s profits.
The  auditor’s role is to bridge the conflict of interest between the agent and principal.

Principals require the auditor to verify the information that management provides to the
company, whereas agents need auditors to provide legitimacy for their performance (in the
form of financial statements) in order to receive incentives (Ittonen, Tronnes, & Wong,
2017).

According to the principal, should be able to reduce the agency costs incurred to increase
the company’s value by disclosing company information and using good corporate
governance as companies that have low transparency levels bear a large agency cost
(Rodriguez-Fernandez, 2016)

2.2. Managerial Overconfidence

The key role of managers is to forecast the company’s future in terms of demand, cash
flow, and competition and use these predictions as input to design corporate policies (Jha &
Cox, 2015)
Overconfidence is described as a behavioral or psychological bias that causes estimates of
future outcomes of current events to be too high. This exaggerated belief is primarily formed
by a “better-than-average effect” (Adam, Fernando, & Golubeva, 2015). Humans tend to
regard themselves as above average; hence, estimates by overconfident management can lead
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to over-optimism, which may adversely affect corporate policy or corporate financial
reporting decisions (Hill, Lopez, & Reitenga, 2016).
Overconfident managers are viewed as managers who systematically overestimate the future
profit forecasts of a company or systematically assess too many possibilities and the impact
of beneficial events on the company’s cash flow. They may also underestimate the likelihood
of negative outcomes and the impact of events on the company’s cash flow (Adam et al.,
2015).

Overconfident management resulting in higher sensitivity between investment and free
cash flow leads to excessive investment and low investment efficiency, but has a positive
correlation with the decision on acquisition. These companies tend to merge, acquire, and pay
more for the acquisition (Lai, Lin, & Chen, 2017). Moreover, overconfident management
prefers lower dividend payouts, tends to engage in inappropriate financial reporting to beat or
meet their overly optimistic earnings expectations, is more likely to delay the recognition of
losses, and is inclined to represent previously issued financial statements (Chung, Hrazdil, &
Trottier, 2015). Overall, the results of the study show that overconfident management
influences corporate financial reporting behavior, reduces the quality of financial reporting,
generates more earnings management, reduces the use of conservative accounting, and more
frequently reports on restatements of financial statements.

2.3. Financial Distress

The financial condition of a company is the complete state of its finances over a period
of time. Financial distress can be defined as a condition in which a company experiences
difficult financial situations and is threatened with bankruptcy. Most previous studies have
used case studies on companies that were legally declared bankrupt as a variable response to
financial distress (Lian, 2017).

Management is often confronted with failure to raise the company. As a result, the
company’s going concern in the future is unclear. Businesses can become unhealthy or sick,
and may even sustain through a prolonged crisis. This condition may lead to insolvency,
bankruptcy, and liquidation. Bankruptcy is defined as the management’s failure in running
the company’s operations to generate profits. Auditors rarely issue a going concern audit
opinion to a company that does not face this difficulty (Foster & Shastri, 2016), whereas they
are more likely to issue it when it is possible that a bankruptcy will occur. The worse the
financial condition of the company, the greater the probability of the company receiving a
going concern opinion (Adams & Glück, 2015).

According to Lian (2017), financial distress occurs for the following reasons:
1. Business failure—where a company goes bankrupt so that its business must be

stopped and cause the creditors to bear the losses.
2. Legal bankruptcy—when a company submits a bankruptcy request to a court so that it

can be officially declared bankrupt in accordance with the applicable law.
3. Technical insolvency—if a company cannot meet current liabilities when they mature.
4. Accounting insolvency—if the total book value of the company exceeds the value of

its assets.

2.4. Bankruptcy Prediction

The bankruptcy prediction model is a tool for auditors to use to decide the company’s
ability to survive. This model affects the accuracy of the audit opinion as well as the
acceptance of going concern audit opinion. The model can use genetic algorithm and fuzzy
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clustering as it is designed to be applicable in all sectors. (Chou, Hsieh, & Qiu, 2017). Figure
1 illustrates how bankruptcy prediction uses the ANFIS model.

.
Fig. 1. ANFIS Data Set

2.5. ANFIS
ANFIS is a network structure in which the overall input–output behavior is determined

by a set of modified parameters. One of the neural network structures is the multilayer
perceptron (MLP) that specializes in advanced feed network. MLP is applied by training it
using the back-propagation algorithm from error back-propagation (EBP). The ANFIS model
is usually trained with the data sets of features from certain classes of chart patterns in
financial time series (Wan & Si, 2017).

ANFIS combines fuzzy logic and neural networks; it uses a hybrid learning algorithm
that combines the methods of least squares estimator (LSE) and EBP. The model uses the
membership function and works the entire network with fuzzy numbers. Figure 2 illustrates
how the membership function works.

Company’s financial condition and managerial overconfidence are the two inputs of the
proposed ANFIS model while corporate bankruptcy is the sole output. The ANFIS model is
able to determine how each of these factors affects the index in a quantitative way (Figure 3).
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Fig. 2. ANFIS Flow Chart

The ANFIS process consists of several layers. The first layer of the input data in each period
will be the fuzzyfication process. This process is to map the input data into the fuzzy set as
per the selected classification (this study uses only two types of fuzzy sets, i.e., high and
low).

Fig. 3. ANFIS Block Diagram

In this process, input will be a calculated fuzzy membership function to transform the
classical set of input (crisp data) to a certain degree. The membership function used is bell-
shaped that has two parameters, namely mean and variance, called the premise parameters. In
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the second and third layers, the inference engine process (fuzzy inference system) specified
fuzzy rule for further calculation process. In this process, there is no calculation because the
ANFIS system used has one input. The output node of this layer is the same as the output
layer of node 1. Layer 3 is normalized as each vertex displays the degree of activation
normalized. In Layer 4, the defuzzyfication process performs the calculation of transforming
the fuzzy results into the crisp output form. In this layer, the LSE calculation is performed to
obtain consequent parameter values. In Layer 5, a summary process of two outputs is
executed on Layer 4. In ANFIS, the fuzzy system is located on Layers 1, 2, 3, and 4, where
the fuzzy system is the hidden node determinant of the neural network system. The layers are
explained as follows:

Layer 1: Each node i in this layer is an adaptive node with a node function: n1a = Bell
(x; a1, b1, c1) and n2a = Bell (x; a2, b2, c2), where x is the input for vertices n1a and n2a,
whereas a1, b1, c1, a2, b2, c2 are the membership-level parameters of the fuzzy set A (= a1,
a2, b1, OR b2), and determines the membership degree of the given x input. The membership
function parameters of A can be approximated by the bell function:( ) [ ] (1)

where {ai, bi, ci} is the set of parameters. The parameters in this layer are called premise
parameters.

Layer 2: Each node in this layer is labeled n3a and n4a, non-adaptive (fixed parameters)
that forward the results from Layer 1. Because the system uses one input, there is no AND
inference. Thus, the output on the second layer is: n3a = n1a

n4a = n2a (2)
Layer 3: Each node in this layer is labeled n5a and n6a, also non-adaptive. Each vertex

displays the degree of activation normalized to the shape. n5a = n3a / (n3a + n4a) n6a =
n4a / (n3a + n4a)

Layer 4:= ( 5 ) ( ) 5 ( 6 ) ( ) 6( 5 ) ( ) 5 ( 6 ) ( ) 6 (3)

Each node in this layer is an adaptive node, and we get the matrix A as follows: Number
of matrix rows Asebanyak amount of input data x. In this layer, the consequent parameter
values Ø are sought with the LSE method. The equation of the method is as follows:= ( ) . (4)

With y = desired target output= [ 1 1 2 2] (5)
Furthermore, to calculate the output in the fourth layer, the following equation is used:

n7a = p1 * x + q1 (6)
n8a = p2 * x + q2 (7)
Layer 5:
Single nodes in this layer are labeled n9a, which calculates all outputs as the sum of all

incoming signals:
n9a = n7a + n8a
Ts (l,t) = Tg (l,t) (8)

3. Method
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3.1. Experimental dataset
The data collected included 396 samples; 101 samples of which were used for training

and testing.
3.2. Statistical Analysis

In this study, four statistical criteria were utilized for measuring the predictive
performance of the models. These criteria were the coefficient of determination (R2), root
mean squared error (RMSE), standard deviation of error (STD), and mean absolute
percentage error (MAPE).
3.3. Desirability Function

The purpose of the desirability function procedure is to convert multi-response problems
into one-response problems by using transformation methodology. These multiple responses
may be close to each other or may not have a uniform trend. Hence, individual and overall
desirability functions were defined. The value of the desirability function ranges between 0
and 1.
3.4. ANFIS Modeling and Validation

ANFIS is a hybrid neuro-fuzzy technique for the automatic tuning of a fuzzy-type
inference system based on training data. The technique benefits from the advantages of both
fuzzy logic and neural networks. This modeling approach perfectly fits the process with non-
linear behavior. After calculating the input parameters, the data were divided into two
sections: training (78%) and test (22%). The ANFIS models were simulated by running the
PREDIKTOR software package. For constructing ANFIS models, the PREDIKTOR
application has been developed using C Sharp (C#) Language.

4. Discussion

4.1. Benefits
The most obvious benefit of the use of ANFIS is the fact that this method opens many

possibilities to extend the existing estimator into the mixed data setting. This is extremely
useful with the increasing complexity of the estimators. In many cases, there is no
straightforward way to adapt an estimator to mixed data.

A less obvious benefit arises for studying general properties of a nonparametric function
estimation problem. In the continuous setting, asymptotic arguments are often easier and well
established. For example, ANFIS arguments make it straightforward to derive minimax-
optimal rates of convergence in nonparametric mixed data models.
4.2 Issues and Open Questions

A key issue for nonparametric analysis depends on the estimators’ characteristics. The
main criterion is how ‘‘locally’’ the estimator operates; or more specifically, if the estimator
is only affected by data in a compact neighborhood.

This methodology is only valid for nonparametric estimators, usually in the form of
functionals.

5. Results

This work was partially supported by the Vocational Program, Universitas Indonesia.
The author thanks the two anonymous referees for raising several interesting points that
greatly improved the comprehensiveness of this contribution.
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Fig. 4. ANFIS Independent and Dependent Variables

Figure 4 shows the independent variables used in ANFIS. The advantage of ANFIS is
that it can handle free variables with different types.

Fig. 5. ANFIS Learning Program

Figure 5 shows the process of learning variables using ANFIS. The model has the
advantage that it can be used to recognize relationships between variables of different types.

Table 1. Variable Description

Variable Description
Manager Overconfidence
(OC)

1 if the company gets an opinion regarding the doubt on going concern, and 0
otherwise.

Audit Going Concern
(GCO)

1 if the company gets an opinion regarding the doubt on going concern, and 0
otherwise.

Investment The ratio of total cash and cash equivalents, short-term investments, and long-term
investments divided by total assets

Leverage (LEV) The ratio of total debt divided by total assets

OCF The ratio of total operational cash flows divided by total assets
LAG LOSS 1 if the company suffered a loss in the previous year, and 0 otherwise

Table 1 describes the variables used in the study, which are Management
Overconfidence (OC), Audit Going Concern (GCO), Investment, Leverage (LEV), OCF, and
Lag Loss.
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Table 2. Results Using Investment Dependent Variable

Dependent
Variable

Independent Variable
Mean Square Error

(MSE)
Mean Prediction Error

(MPE)

Investment OC, GCO 0 0

Investment
OC, LEV

0 0

Investment OC, LAG LOSS NaN NaN

Investment OC, LEV, LAG LOSS Infinity Infinity

Investment OC, OCF 0 0

Investment OC, LAG LOSS NaN NaN

Investment
OC, LEV, LAG LOSS,
OCF 0 0

Investment GCO, LEV
0 0

Investment GCO, LAG LOSS
NaN NaN

Investment
GCO, LEV, LAG LOSS Infinity Infinity

Investment
OC, LEV, LAG LOSS,
OCF 0 0

Table 2 shows that GOC, OC, LEV, OCF, and Lag Loss affect Investments, both
calculated simultaneously, unless Lag Loss is unpredictable with only one variable. (This
means that last year’s profit/loss cannot be a guideline for bankruptcy predictions. It needs
another variable to make the forecast.).

Table 3. Results Using Dependent LEVERAGE Variable

Dependent
Variable

Independent Variable Mean Square
Error (MSE)

Mean Prediction
Error (MPE)

LEV OC, GCO 0 0

LEV OC, LEV 0 0

LEV OC, LAG LOSS NaN NaN
LEV OC, LEV, LAG LOSS Infinity Infinity
LEV OC, OCF 0 0

LEV OC, LAG LOSS NaN NaN

LEV OC, LEV, LAG LOSS, OCF 0 0

LEV GCO, LEV 0 0

LEV GCO, LAG LOSS NaN NaN

LEV GCO, LEV, LAG LOSS Infinity Infinity

LEV OC, LEV, LAG LOSS, OCF 0 0

Table 3 shows that GOC, OC, LEV, OCF, and Lag Loss affect Leverage, both calculated
simultaneously, unless Lag Loss is unpredictable if with only one variable. (This means that
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last year’s profit/loss cannot be a guideline for bankruptcy predictions. It needs another
variable to make the forecast.).

6. Conclusion

The credit volume of the financial industry has increased rapidly in recent years. At the
same time, the non-performing loans (NPL) volume has also increased parallel with the
global financial crisis. It has become increasingly important for credit institutions to find good
consumers capable of fulfilling their financial obligations. To do that, financial institutions
use credit scoring models as a decision support system to evaluate credit applications. Many
credit scoring models have been developed for better credit approval processes. ANN and
fuzzy logic (FL) have gained a lot of interest in the last two decades. ANN has learning
ability, but it cannot be interpreted as the decision-making process stays in a black box. FL
systems have interpretable linguistic rules, but they have no learning ability. Neuro-fuzzy
(NF) systems use ANN and FL simultaneously and have the advantages of both. This study
proposes a three-stage hybrid ANFIS credit scoring model based on statistical techniques and
NF. To demonstrate the performance of the proposed model, audit results for corporations in
Indonesia from 2014–2016 were evaluated. Our empirical results show that ANFIS can be
used for analysis and forecasting of GOC, OC, OCF, and Lag Loss variables that affect
Investment and Leverage, both compared to standalone analysis and forecasting
simultaneously, unless Lag Loss is unpredictable if there is only one variable. This means
that last year’s profit/loss cannot be used as a guideline for the prediction of corporate
bankruptcy, and other variables are required to make a prediction.
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